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Affinity Grouping 

Affinity grouping is a brainstorming method in which participants organise their ideas  

and identify common themes.  All ideas are recorded on self adhesive notes and posted 

up onto a flip chart using the brainstorming method described earlier. 

 

1. Clarify and remove duplicates. 

2. Start by choosing two ideas. 

3. Agree with the group if they are related.  If they are related put them together. 

4. Continue until all the ideas have been grouped.  Duplicate notes can be made  

and the idea included in more than one group.  

5. Give a short descriptive header to each group—there should be no more than 10 

groups. 

 

Multi-voting 

Mulit-votng is a structured series of votes by  a team, in order to narrow down a broad  

set of options to a few. 

 

1. Number each idea. 

2. Each person chooses one third of the ideas to vote on. For example, if 30 ideas  

 are generated each person has 10 votes.  They can not vote on one idea more  

 than once. They can give their votes by applying a sticky dot or by marking the  

 idea with a tick using a marker pen.   

3. Tally votes. 

4. Eliminate items with few votes.  The table below will help you determine how to  

eliminate items. 

5. If this process identifies 3-4 ideas, stop here.  Otherwise repeat the multi-voting  

process with the remaining items. 

 

 

 

Group size (number 

of people 

Eliminate items with 

less than x votes 

4 to 5 2 

6 to 10 3 

10 to 15 4 

15 or more 5 
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Brainstorming, Affinity Grouping and Multivoting 

‘A one page book’ 

Once the team have begun to consider the changes they wish to make 

by defining their Specific Aim they start to think….. 

 

Brainstorming, Affinity Grouping and Multi-voting are approaches for generating,  

categorizing and choosing among ideas from a group of people.  Using these  

techniques encourages everyone in a group to contribute.  They spark creativity in 

group members as they listen to the ideas of others and generate a substantial list of 

ideas, rather than just a few things that first come to mind.  Affinity Grouping and  

Multi-voting techniques allow the group to choose among ideas or options to find the 

ideas that they want to test.  

“I never came upon any of my discoveries through the process of  

rational thinking.”  Albert Einstein 

Generally speaking, the more ideas generated at this point, the better chance there is of  

reaching the improvement goal.  

 
What changes can we make that will result in improvement? 



 

Rules for a good brainstorming session. 

 
Brainstorming is an idea-generation tool designed to produce a large number of ideas 

through the interaction of a group of people. 
 

Step 1 The session leader should clearly state the purpose of the brainstorming  

session and lay out the ground rules. 
 

The best way to create meaningful ground rules is for the team to create their own.   

There are five key ground rules which are useful when conducting a brainstorming  

session. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step 2  Participants are given 1 or 2 minutes of SILENT thinking. 
 

Step 3  Go around the table asking for one idea from each person.  In the first round  

no one can pass. 
 

Step 4   Record all ideas on a flip chart  so all members of the group can see them. 
 

Step 5   After the first round participants can ‘pass’.  Once one member passes then  

all participants can shout out ideas. 

 

Tip:       Keep going when ideas slow down reach for the less obvious ideas to create 

as long a list as possible. 

 

Getting started.  Framing a clear purpose for the session 

 No criticism 
 Go for quantity 
 Encourage wild ideas 
 Build on ideas of others 
 One conversation at a time 

The human brain is very good at filing information together for us to quickly draw  

on.  This is essential for us to be able to perform everyday tasks without requiring a 

lot of brain power but it is not very useful when we want to be creative as we will get 

ideas which are only slight variations on existing themes. 

 

Attention, Escape and  Movement 
A tool to stimulate new ‘valleys’ of thinking.  This tool is useful to frame the  

brainstorming question. 

 

 

Edward De Bono used a simple model to illustrate how we think.  Hills and valleys in  

nature organise rain that falls randomly on hills into flowing streams.  In the same way  

the mind organises words and phrases into ‘streams of thought’ which De Bono called  

mental valleys.  For example, hearing someone say “emergency department” or “ED”  

sends our minds automatically brings up a series of pictures of the  physical space … a 

main entrance and reception desk where you must register…waiting areas…a triage  

nurse who does an initial workup…and so on.  

How do we direct the mind to produce creative ideas? 

 
‘Creative thinking involves breaking out of established patterns (valleys) in order to 

look at things in a different way’  Edward de Bono. 

Attention Looking closely, observing with a fresh perspective and really noticing 

the current rules/assumptions. 

‘Patients who come to A&E must come to reception first’ 

Escape Challenge or block an existing rule is encouraging escape from the 

current mental valley. 

‘The Trust has made it illegal to have a receptionist and a desk in A&E’ 

Movement Play imaginatively with this suggestion and generate ideas from it with-

out judgement or criticism.  Encouraging mental movement. 

‘Let’s try to generate at least seven ideas for ways to manage patient 

arrivals in A&E without  a receptionist and a desk’ 


